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The Rotting Meat Error

From 400 BC, with Aristotle, and until the mid-19th century (1830–1850 AD), many scientists have claimed that some organisms can be generated spontaneously from non-living matter, citing larvae as an example and the flies that are generated on decomposing meat.

Aristotle had observed the correlation between the rotting of meat, the appearing of larvae on it and the developing of flies. Upon his repeated observations, he found a correlation that developed in a theory (the theory of spontaneous generation). This theory proved wrong (the ‘rotting meat error’ in our story) because it grew out of correlations ‘statistically’ (very) significant but those correlations were wrong ones. Yet, for a long time the theory was constantly applied as ‘scientific’ understanding since Aristotelian logic applied well to it.

Only in 1600, Francesco Redi contradicted the theory with his experiments beginning to break the uninterrupted chain of observations correlating rotting meat and larvae generation, a chain finally severed by Louis Pasteur in the 19th century.

Between Aristotle and Redi the scientific method developed by Galileo Galilei was born, putting between observed correlations and conclusions the need to find a causal explanation for them and to prove it by experiments.

Aristotle moved from observations, correlating them in syllogisms. According to him, syllogism is a discourse in which, once established some variables, something different from what is established follows on from necessity by virtue of what is established. Thus, there is a demonstration when the syllogism proceeds from true and raw assertions, or from assertions that have assumed the principle of knowledge related to them by virtue of certain true and prime assertions. Dialectic is instead the syllogism that argues from remarkable opinions.

It is easy to notice the resemblance between Aristotle’s approach and modern data mining.
Of course, we are aware that data mining is the computational process of discovering patterns in large data sets involving methods at the intersection of artificial intelligence, machine learning, statistics, and database systems. Also, we know that the overall goal of the data mining process is to extract information from a data set and transform it into an understandable structure for further use; what we normally call a pattern. However, the true goal of data mining is not the extraction (mining) of data itself but the extraction of patterns and knowledge from large amounts of data. Data are like the nature observed by Aristotle. Patterns are consolidated observations (to echo Aristotle) that become knowledge when they are put in use assuming they reflect a truth.

These are important qualifications that must be clarified because hidden in the process is a deep epistemological revolution in data mining with enormous implications.

As in Aristotle, pattern emanates from observations (in data mining powered by AI, informatics and statistics). Algorithms weight the relevance and reliability of those patterns mathematically; often machine learning generated algorithms are at work for these tasks. Once the correlations assume the ‘principle of knowledge’, patterns are used in the decision-making processes as they were in syllogisms. Note, however, that the decision to assign to patterns the ‘principle of knowledge’ is possibly taken by an entity different from the one developing the pattern used itself.

As it has been nicely summarised:

In data mining, a pattern is a statement that describes relationships in a (sub) set of data such that the statement is simpler than the enumeration of all the facts in the (sub) set of data. When a pattern in data is interesting and certain enough [emphasis added] for a use, according to the user’s criteria [emphasis added], it is referred to as knowledge. Patterns are interesting when they are novel (which depends on the user’s knowledge), useful (which depends on the user’s goal), and nontrivial to compute… A pattern is not likely to be true across all the data. This makes it necessary to express the certainty of the pattern. Certainty may involve several factors, such as the integrity of the data and the size of the sample.

Thus, according to Aristotle’s logic, maybe not all patterns are wrong, but certainly some are still useful although wrong. For instance, wrong patterns and wrong theories (eg Ptolemy on flat earth) were able to explain consistently the world around us for some time and enabled humanity to evolve and travel in non-flat earth, for instance.

Similarly, users of data mining outputs could be willing to use these results although aware that the output might not be correct. Actually, without even willing to know whether they are correct or not. In the era of big data, it has been suggested,
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Google’s founding philosophy is that we don’t know why this page is better than that one: If the statistics of incoming links say it is, that’s good enough. No semantic or causal analysis is required. That’s why Google can translate languages without actually ‘knowing’ them (given equal corpus data, Google can translate Klingon into Farsi as easily as it can translate French into German). And why it can match ads to content without any knowledge or assumptions about the ads or the content.  

Consequently, it is suggested that in the big data era the entire scientific method is called into question since the potential richness to harness in big data is (supposed to be) bigger than the fruits of searching for causality. The rotting meat error, however, offers the occasion to question the generality of this assertion.

The last quote illustrates clearly the collapse of the distinction (to date clearly made by scientists) between correlation and causation: the gist of the scientific approach for which after observation of data we—subsequently—first hypothesise, then create a model, testing afterwards this model before applying it to given contexts for which it has been tested!

Consequences of such a collapse switching from Galileo to Aristotle can be far-reaching and require some warning.

**Going Back to the Future? Some Reasons to Be Cautious**

The rotting meat error is potentially more disruptive in the era of big data than it was for centuries under the Aristotelian approach to correlations.

The way correlations are generated today is strictly dependent on various factors among which here we briefly consider the quality and quantity of data, their closeness to their actual significance in relation to the data subject, on the one hand, and on the other, the quality of the algorithm(s) used in their generation and analysis.

Let us concentrate for a moment on the algorithm(s). Here we mean the different potential tools used to mine and analyse data or to put the results into use as knowledge.

Data are ‘generated’ in a context but they are not given meaning only in that context. For instance, data on my physical activities (eg average number of steps walked daily) have *per se* a meaning depicting me with accuracy as an active/inactive person. The very same data, illustrating the average number of steps I walk every day during a cer-
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tain period can be correlated to other data, either related to me like the classes I teach or attend, or totally unrelated, such as the activities or events registered for people that share with me this given characteristic (e.g., average number of steps daily).

Once personal data are used to correlate to a model not built on my own data their closeness to their actual significance in relation to the data subject is diminishing. Yet, those correlations are extensively used in every activity opening the way to the rotting meat error, that is, assuming a correlation as valid without testing it.

Assume that a certain number of people attending my classes declare they are deeply bored by them. Assume also that a number of my students later discover to have contracted a specific illness. Assume that also other people who declared to be deeply bored on other occasions have contracted the same illness although did not attend my classes. Finally assume that other people who did not get bored at all (regardless of the attendance of my courses) contracted the same illness. Now a data mining process in a vast ocean of data containing as well these variables finds easily these correlations:

1) a certain number of individuals \((x, y, z, w, \ldots)\) who got deeply bored have contracted illness \(X\) (e.g., diabetes);

2) all bored individuals \((x, z, w, \ldots)\) who attended Comandè’s classes have contracted diabetes;

3) some individuals \((x, y, z, w, a, b, f, s, d, g, \ldots)\) who spent a ‘?‘ amount of time in location ‘\(L\)’ (incidentally, Comandè’s classroom is in this geographical area) have contracted diabetes;

4) a number of individuals who did not attend Comandè’s class have contracted diabetes as well.

Now, depending on the way the correlations are weighted, an algorithm can easily infer from the above ‘true and raw assertions’ that Comandè’s classes are both boring and correlated to illness \(X\). Even admitting that my classes are boring, it remains visible that they cannot cause diabetes, what has been found is a simple correlation, a proxy. However, these correlations are released or available in the ocean of data. It remains on their final user to determine the actual usage they are put to; to find them ‘interesting and certain enough for a use, according to the user’s criteria’, that is to make use of this information for a certain action.

Hence, assume that an algorithm must suggest to you whom to hire for a job among people with the same qualification and experience. Yet, from the CV of one of them emerges that she attended my classes. It is possible that the algorithm gives a (significant) weight to variable 2 above; a weight that is really small but that tips the balance against my former student (for the risk of developing diabetes incurring extra costs related to, e.g., healthcare expenditures, or more absences from work sometime in the fu-
ture). This generates an inconvenient rotting meat error significantly affecting my student.

Lack of transparency on the methods employed by users in deciding an information is certain enough for a use, and the weight it has in the decision-making process according to their criteria can increase the ‘inconveniences’ created by the rotting meat error. These inconveniences can produce ‘legal effects’ concerning the data subject ‘or similarly significantly affects him or her’, to use the language of Article 22 of the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) on solely automated decision-making that cannot easily be cured.

In addition, the use of these methods has certainly an impact on our decision-making context that is yet to be fully explored.

Let us now concentrate more on data closeness and their original significance because it influences the protective scope of Articles 9 and 22 of the GDPR.

The Interplay between Data Mining and Inflected Data

Data mining allows the inflection of data in various directions.

We will refer here to inflected data every time data of a certain significance (e.g. geolocation, type or quantity of food intake...) lend themselves to generate other data of different significance (inflect the original data in a different direction). It may be the example of raw data such as ‘steps walked’, ‘sugar intake’, ‘location’ that jointly with other data generate new data with a different significance (e.g. health related) literally inflecting the original significance of the raw data in a different direction.

The enormous amount of data created every second by the ‘technological extensions’ of individuals, by the expanding number of sensor data and Internet of Things entities directly or indirectly reconnected to individuals make possible this phenomenon. Indeed, an enormous and relentlessly growing market of collecting, storing, processing and reselling data from various information sources has been enabled by the potential of combining different datasets through mining techniques.

Certainly, it is the goal of data mining to extract from the analysed datasets hidden information and productive correlations to find new patterns and relations in that
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data. The databases used are large both in size—they may contain millions of records—and in the variety of types of data. In addition, data mining usually does not begin with a hypothesis, but instead uses a variety of tools to generate hypotheses and test them against the available data, data whose closeness to the original collection is continuously diluted at every addition, integration, exchange of the dataset they are included in. These processes can easily become self-referential finding validations in the same dataset that generated them, but we cannot deal here with this issue.

Data mining processes reveal patterns or create group profiles through algorithms that cluster data into groups with similar properties; classify data by mapping them onto pre-defined classes, or describing correlations through regression analysis. These pigeonholing processes proved often very useful and valuable in the many domain of application ‘growing respect for correlations rather than a continuing quest for elusive causality’ because of their capability to ‘uncover hidden patterns and subtle relationships in data, and to infer rules that allow for the prediction of future results’.

Yet if we consider that patterns are hypotheses automatically generated by algorithms based on the premises given by a certain set of data some reasons of concern can emerge. These hypotheses can derive from direct matches, especially when data used are close to their original significance or from probabilistic links or predictive guesses. Following our example of diabetes, beyond direct match to an illness (eg registered in a medical record), there can be a probabilistic link to it (eg family history) or a predictive guess (eg based on dietary habits, lifestyle, attendance of Comandé’s classes). Note that these predictive guesses are also inferred data that is data that cannot be deduced logically from the available provided and observed data. A human being could not generate them without the support of intelligent systems relying on probability-based analytic tools. This is a strength of data science that must be appreciated with the cautions suggested by the rotting meat error.

As we illustrated elsewhere for health data this is a continuous iterative cycle for the identification of new patterns with increasingly weaker connections—reduced
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closeness—to the original significance of the data increasing the risk of rotting meat errors.

**Warning from the Example of Health-Inflected Data**

We have argued elsewhere that in the current technical environment nearly every type of data circulating in the market is actually or potentially health-inflected. The massive availability of various health-related data has in turn ended up broadening the health-grounded basis of decisions taken far outside the healthcare sphere, feeding in this way spillover uses of health data that drive classifications and, with that, rules of inclusion and exclusion from society. At a more general level of analysis, the case of health data shows that data mining techniques challenge core data-protection notions, such as the distinction between sensitive and non-sensitive personal data, requiring a shift in terms of systemic perspectives that the GDPR only partly addresses.

Here we claim that the weaker the connection with data of the predictive guess the more problematic it is and, paradoxically, the less it is able to trigger the higher level of protection needed. A clear example is the use of health-inflected data instead of plain health data, but conclusions can be generalised.

Article 9 GDPR prohibits, with broad exceptions, the processing of ‘special categories of data’ such as ‘data concerning health or data concerning a natural person’s sex life or sexual orientation’. We have begun to challenge the strengths and soundness of the current notion of health data but here we want to recall them as a clear example of the paradigm shift data mining techniques are producing in our way of dealing with truth and causality and how this impacts on the GDPR application.

Furthermore, Article 22 prohibits ‘a decision based solely on automated processing, including profiling’ ‘based on special categories of personal data’ unless—1—with ‘explicit consent to the processing of those personal data for one or more specified purposes’, or ‘for reasons of substantial public interest’—2—‘and suitable measures to safeguard the data subject’s rights and freedoms and legitimate interests are in place’.

However, health-inflected data—that is, data not necessarily covered by Article 9—are often used to make decisions regarding data subjects, blurring the borders between non-sensitive and sensitive personal data and bypassing the protective scope of provisions like Articles 9 and 22. In fact, in the realm of the rotting meat error risks related
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to the processing of a certain dataset are not any more related to the single data subject but rather to the category in which the single data subject is every time systematised based on data generated by other similar subjects.\textsuperscript{23} As illustrated elsewhere,\textsuperscript{24} these classifications are often based on data with deteriorating indirect connection to the data subject. Yet, they are used in many relevant fields—from direct advertisements and marketing\textsuperscript{25} to credit issuing and employment\textsuperscript{26}—leading to differential economic treatments that can extensively lead to rotting meat errors difficult to identify and remedy.

In this continuous process generating the classifying society,\textsuperscript{27} associative and probabilistic analytics transform runaway data of every sort—eg from financial transactions to statistical data referring to crime rates or house prices, GPS information or lifestyle—into silent and unexpected determinants of decisions. The signalling power provided by these analytics and the expounding abandonment of Galileo and acceptance to switch to Aristotle overshadows the rotting meat problem and the consequences of accepting mere correlations without looking for causal explanations. A difficulty we think worthy of further exploration.
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